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Abstract for Plan B Thesis/Work Sample

Rollins, Lynnette S.

Revised Lumber Yard Cost Estimator Work Sample
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Advisor: Jeb Kaiser 02/2000

MDC manual style
Statement of Problem: To provide a realistic task of cost estimation and materials knowledge involving
basic duties a Lumber Yard Cost Estimator and other related professionals encounter on the job.
Tentative Design of the Research: A "LumberYard" Cost Estimator Work Sample. It will involve a
blueprint and/or three sided drawings of a simple structure, materials list, and price list. The participant
will analyze the drawings and materials list and fill in a complete "materials needed" worksheet. If the
materials worksheet is completed correctly, the participant will then complete the estimated price/cost
form. The information obtained from the materials and price list, blueprints and/or three sided drawings
will be used to complete the worksheets/forms. It will be necessary for the participant performing this
work sample to have some prior knowledge of the building trades and related materials. Being able to
read a diagram or basic blueprint (structural) may be needed to complete this work sample. Also, the
participant should be able to use a calculator performing general computations. The worksheets will
indicate areas for separate costs of materials, subtotal, tax, commission percentage, and total bid price.
The work sample will not deal with extraneous variables, such as delivery costs, or actual construction
labor costs. This work sample will be field tested on 15 people to obtain reliability and normative data.
Content validity will be determined through job analysis.

Proposed use of fndings: To help assess abilities related to cost estimation and the building trades, and
aid in determining possible training or work options. This may also be used as a career exploration tool.
There are other characteristics in cost estimating jobs other than determining accurate costs and
materials. These other tasks include possible supervision of other workers, interaction and negotiation
with customers, record keeping, other related paperwork, and using a cash register. A completed job
analysis will be included in the manual.



The UW-Stout MDC style for the work sample manual will be used.

A protection of human subjects' form will be developed. No specific information (name, social security
number, etc.) will be on the form that will identify the person. Information obtained will be that of age,
education, ethnicity, and related.

The participant manual will provide the following: Drawings and structure specifications and materials
and price list(s). The participant will be given the price and materials worksheet to complete utilizing the
above materials. The materials list will not only provide material names, but descriptions (depending on
the material) to aid in proper estimation. The work sample should be administered with distractions
present due to the likeliness of a distracting and active work environment.
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The Revised Lumber Yard Cost Estimator Work Sample

By Lynne Rollins

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Assessment Description: The Lumber Yard Cost Estimator

Work Sample is designed to assess a person's interest

and ability in the essential requirements of performing

cost estimating duties. Some specific requirements

include the following:

1. The ability to read and understand drawings and

blueprints.

2. Possessing knowledge of building materials.

3. Selection of the proper building materials from a

materials list a lumber company may have.

4. An average to above average math ability, and the

ability to efficiently use an adding machine or

calculator.

5. Making minimal errors when producing the first

estimation for a customer.

6. Dealing with customers in an appropriate manner.

7. General knowledge of builder's tools.
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In addition to these specific requirements, this also

can aid in identifying some general abilities, such as:

1. Manual and finger dexterity.

2. Speed and rate of work.

3. Ability to follow simple verbal instructions.

4. Ability to record information legibly.

5. Ability to handle multiple duties on the job.

6. Ability to utilize a variety of information to

complete a task.

For this work sample, it is appropriate for the evaluee

to express interest, perceived abilities, and some

prior knowledge of construction or building trades. If

no prior knowledge the evaluator may still administer

the work sample practice section and depending on the

results (positive) then may continue to try the work

sample.

Although this work sample accurately represents and

tests some key aspects of the job, or related jobs, it

is not entirely comprehensive. Performance on this

task alone would not indicate the ability to perform

all aspects of the job. This task would be an

indicator of potential for placement in the field.



Other work samples, achievement tests, aptitude tests,

behavior observations, and even referral medical or

psychological information may aid in an evaluator

making a recommendation for employment as an estimator,

or related.

C. Job Listing: The job on which this is based is described

in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT), under "cost

estimator" or "estimator", or "construction estimator" and

has a DOT code of 169.267-038.

The Data-People-Things code of .267 indicates that the job

requires the ability to analyze data, speak and signal to

people, and handle materials or things. The ability to work

with data being the most important function here.

D. Related Jobs: Examples of related jobs include:

1. Estimator, Lumber (Wooden Container) 221.482-014

2. Salesperson, Floor Coverings (Retail) 270.357-026

3. Sales Representative, Building Equipment & Supplies

274.357-018

< The jobs listed are related due to the similarities of

duties performed.



E. Validity: Preliminary validity studies were conducted, and

general statements of face and content validity may be made

by comparison of job requirements as listed on the Job

Analysis (See Appendix A) and those requirements to perform

the work sample. Content validity was established by

replicating specific and essential work requirements, as

established by the job analysis, into the work sample. A

comparison of the required tasks of a cost estimator and

those of the work sample indicate the degree of

relationships.

It should be mentioned that customer service personnel,

managers of lumberyards, and "official" estimators can all

perform the essential job functions listed above.

Frequently lumberyards will have different job titles and

qualifications for employment in this field.

Please view the job analysis (appendix A) for validity

purposes. Following the job analysis will be norming

information (appendix G). This work sample was administered

in order to gain information regarding the work sample's

validity and for troubleshooting. Time and quality norms

are preliminary here, and developing local norms are

encouraged.



II. INSTRUCTIONS TO THE EVALUATOR

A. Prerequisites: No specific prerequisites have been

Established. Estimated math abilities would be

approximately the 10 th grade or higher due to the need

for quick mental estimation that may be needed on the

job, although calculators are used often. The Flesch-

Kincaid method of determining reading level was used,

and reading should be at or above 9 th grade, so the

person should be able to read technical information.

Writing abilities may be a bit lower, as grammar and

punctuation are not considered to be a primary worker

competency. The specific math test used may vary

depending on what tests are available. If referral

information indicates a math and reading level that is

recent then you may be able to use that score.

Through interviewing cost estimators and college

instructors in this field, some other prerequisites

have been established. A person interested in this

line of work should be good with people, maybe more so

than the DOT establishes. The work environment can be

a fast paced and hectic one, with customers not

necessarily in a good mood. If a customer is busy and

frustrated, the ability to remain cool and calm is



needed to work effectively in this line of work.

Knowledge of computers or aptitude for them is needed

in this field. Over the last 10 years or so computers

have been replacing many manual materials estimation

and blue print reading. A computer aptitude test may

be needed if wanting a more accurate view of a person's

aptitude for cost estimation. Good spatial

discrimination and form perception is also needed in

this line of work. A prior knowledge of construction

drawings and lumber and related information is likely

needed for this line of work. Many ex-construction

workers go to college for estimation or related

training. Some lumberyard estimators also have degrees

in drafting or related areas.

This work sample may be quite useful for the clientele

that are injured workers and can't return to a heavy

building related jobs. This work sample is highly

recommended for people that have a working knowledge of

the building trades and materials.

B. Work Sample Conditions: The evaluator should be

equipped with a standard height table and an adjustable

office chair. If needed, an adjustable table, such as

a drafting table, may be needed for those clients that



need a sit/stand option. The noise level should be of

normal office levels.

C. Administration Equipment:

1. Pencils

2. Calculator

3. Specifications sheet with price/qty. section

4. Drawing of deck (with specs to fill in)

5. Materials price list

6. Scratch paper (optional)

D. Setup and Breakdown: The evaluator should set up the

necessary materials prior to the administration. Have

the drawing ready first along with the calculator,

pencils and scratch paper. Once the drawing specs are

filled in then move on to handing the material/price

list to the evaluee and the deck specification

worksheet.

III. ADMINISTRATION: Note to the evaluator- The following should

be completed prior to each administration of the Revised

Lumber Yard Cost Estimator Work Sample. The items in the

boxes are to be read to the client. The purpose of the

orientation is to provide a rationale for the administration



and to inform the client of the specific skills and

abilities on which they are being evaluated.

Cost estimation is a growing field due to the rise in home

building, additions to existing homes and home improvements.

The work sample you are about to take is to assess your

interest and ability to estimate costs for materials for a

structure. The first part is the drawing of the deck that

is labeled for your convenience. If the deck were not

labeled you'd need to use a 'scale' to measure stud spacing,

materials and amount other relevant measurements. The

practice section is the worksheet with the drawing and

section to fill in materials I just mentioned. The only

directions you will be given are the verbal instructions I

am giving. If for some reason you need them repeated please

let me know and that can be done.

B. Practice Section:

At this point hand the drawing to the evaluee. Make sure the

calculator, pencils and scratch paper are present on the

work station.

Now you will take the practice section. You will also use

this section to complete the main section if quality is
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sufficient. Please take a look at this drawing of a deck.

It is the actual drawing of the deck. What you need to do

here is look at the drawing and the specifications that are

labeled on the drawing. Then fill in the lower portion with

those specifications. Please let me know when you are done.

If the evaluee has questions about where to fill in the

information point to it again. If the evaluee is confused

as to the drawing and can't locate the necessary information

to do this practice section, then do not proceed. It will

be necessary for the evaluee to have some basic knowledge

regarding building and related drawings. This drawing is

labeled, but in the job it likely will not be labeled.

If the evaluee completes the practice section but there is

any error, do not have them complete the remainder of the

work sample. This would indicate difficulty reading basic

diagrams and which is necessary for the proper completion of

the task.

For the specifications in lower left-hand corner of this

practice sheet, the master sheet has those completed

specifications for the evaluator's reference. The Practice

Section is Appendix Label B. The Master Sheet for the

practice section is labeled C.
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Now you may move on to the major part of the work sample.
The Page labeled DECKS should be handed to the evaluee and
the Material/Price list. Respectively, these are labeled D
and E in the appendices. The completed DECK master/answer

sheet is labeled F. F is what is used for correcting the
test.

C. Performance Section:

The following is the guidance and instructions for the
remainder of the work sample. As the evaluator you may want
to review the instructions before administering them. They
have been kept short and concise for the ease of

understanding for both evaluee and evaluator.

If there are still questions from the evaluee as to what
certain materials are used for, instruct them to just fill
out the DECKS sheet to the best of their ability.

Now you have successfully completed the practice section and
are ready to move on. You may use this section as reference
for preparing the deck specifications. Please feel free to
use scratch paper and the calculator when necessary. The
procedure to complete the work sample is fairly simple.



Refer to the materials/price list for the individual costs

per material. When the amount of each material is

determined, write down the quantity in the quantity area.

Write in the individual cost. Then multiply that quantity

by the price per individual item. Do this for any material

needed. Also, at any time write in the deck specifications

again on this sheet for easier information gathering. There

will be materials that are NOT needed, so do not fill in

those items or prices. Use dashes in the sections that do

not require information as to not confuse you when you need

to add up the total cost. Please use tax rate of 6.5%.

Write in the total, tax amount, and total with tax. Feel

free to double-check your work once when you have completed

this section, before letting your evaluator know you are

officially done. Tell your evaluator when you are finished

and are ready to have this test checked. Any questions?

Please begin now.

If there are questions pertaining to what the specific items

are used for, allow them to explore materials related to

construction after the work sample is complete. It is very

likely that people with some prior knowledge of the building

trades and materials will do fine on this work sample. If

no exposure prior to this task then results are guarded.
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Record the time it takes from beginning to end of the work

sample. If possible, use a timer in which the evaluee can

independently stop their time. Record the time on the

observation form. Please use whatever observation-recording

device is available.

Some specific observations to make may be: understanding of

instructions, use of materials list and other information

provided to aid in completing the task. Additional

observations may be how the evaluee reacts to the testing

materials, and other relevant behavioral observations.

IV. SCORING

A. Criteria: The score on the Performance Section should

be recorded on the observation record as the quality

score. The score is based on total number of incorrect

answers on the performance section. A time score is

also recorded to indicate the amount of time it took to

complete the performance section. Errors from the

practice section are not recorded on toward the quality

score. The following procedures should be followed

when correcting the work sample and determining quality

score.



1. Correct performance worksheet, Appendix D. Use the

completed form to correct the work sample, which is

Appendix F. Add up the number incorrect and record

on observation record or visible place on actual

work sample performance section.

2. Find the quality score and refer to the section

below to obtain the quality.

3. Also refer to time score for approximation of time

score.

B. Tables: The following table will be used to obtain the

quality score.

Time Quality Percentile Performance

34 + minutes 11 + erros 24 and below Below Average

20-33 minutes 5-10 errors 26 -75t Average

Up to 20 min. 0-4 errors 76t and above Above Average

Any mistake on the performance section will constitute an error,

be it quantity, unit price, extension price, or total price.

It may be difficult for someone with little construction

experience to get an above average quality score due to the

nature of the work sample; and the norm group being that of a

college level group studying construction management. With some
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experience, as with the norm group, it helps to have some basic

knowledge.

C. Forms: See Appendices.

1. Job Analysis (A)

2. Practice Section & Reference Sheet (B)

3. Master Sheet for practice (C)

4. Worksheet/performance section (D)

5. Materials List (E)

6. Answer Sheet (F)

7. Norm Group (G)

V. INSIGHTS

Client feedback is necessary to obtain understanding of how

the client felt about their performance, and interest to the

task. This will add to the information you have gathered

regarding the client's performance. Client reactions can

then be compared to observed behaviors and performance

outcomes. These questions will help with interpretations of

the outcomes. Questions to ask may include:

1. What did you think of the activity?

2. Do you think this type of activity is of interest

for a future job?

3. How do you think you have performed on this task?



VI. DEVELOPMENTAL DATA

A. Descriptions of Analysis: The Revised Lumber Yard Cost

Estimator work sample was developed to provide the

evaluator.with the means to assess the individual's

ability to:

1. Follow verbal instructions.

2. Read a basic drawing of a simple structure.

3. Basic math skills, using a calculator.

4. Perform simulated cost estimation.

5. Understand basic building trade materials and

terms.

6. Fill out forms accurately and carefully.

7. Write neatly and read construction-related

information.

B. Norming Method: The individuals utilized in this work

sample were volunteers sampled from a college level

class studying Construction Management and Contracting.

(See Appendix G). A sample of 15 was used to norm this

work sample. It was not a random sampling and

consequently the evaluator should use caution when

applying normative data. It may not be a representative
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sample for certain communities. The evaluator may wish

to develop their own local norms and add to this given

norm group.

C. Reliability: No statistics available at this time.

VII. CONSTRUCTION

A. Diagrams and Photographs: Diagrams and photos are not

needed for this work sample.

B. Materials List:

* One Evaluator Manual

* Copies of Practice sheet and answers to practice

sheet (Drawing of deck)

* Materials List (cost of materials)

* Calculator

* Scratch paper

* Work Sheets

* Answers to Work Sheet

B. Assembly Instructions: No assembly needed.
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APPENDICES

See attached



Job Analysis Appendix A

Title: Cost Estimator

Other similar titles: Estimator, Production Estimator, Lumber Cost Estimator

Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) Job Code: 169.267-038

(also O*Net job code)

< Analysis derived from DOT, interviewing Cost Estimators currently in the field,

Occupational Outlook Handbook (OOH), and Guide for Occupational

Exploration (GOE).

Description: Analyzes blueprints and drawings of structures and desired product,

specifications, and other relevant documents to prepare time, cost, and labor estimates

for products, projects or services, applying knowledge of specialized methodologies,

techniques, principles, or processes. Reviews data to determine materials and

sometimes labor requirements and prepares itemized lists. Computes cost factors and

prepares estimates used for management purposes, such as planning, organization, and

scheduling work, preparing bids, selecting vendors or subcontractors (not so much in

lumber yard estimation), and determining cost effectiveness. Conducts special studies

to develop and establish standard hour and related cost data or effect cost reductions.

Consults with clients, vendors, or other individuals to discuss and formulate estimates



and resolve issues. May specialize according to particular service performed, type of

product manufactured, or phase of work involved, such as tool and fixture costs,

production costs, and material costs.

With computers being implemented into the work environment, a knowledge and

aptitude for computers should also be established if an evaluee is strongly considering

this line of work. Frequently the potential employee in this field will need a solid

history in construction and preferably construction management, blueprint and related

drawing and reading capabilities, and an ability to meet deadlines in a usually busy and

sometimes stressful environment. The aptitude for formalized training should be

viewed during the evaluation period too. The more education and experience as with

any industry will yield a higher gross salary. The salary range is likely anywhere from

$30,000 for newer hires to $75,000 per annum for more experienced, established and

educated estimators. The expected growth potential for this line of work is about as fast

as average for other occupations. 60% of the estimators were in the construction field.

26% of the estimators are usually in manufacturing services, while the remaining 4%

can be in government or other businesses.

Job Analysis, Cost Estimator

Page 2



GOE code: 05.03.02

OOH: no code, starting on page 32 in the 1998-99 bulletin.

Strength factor for this line of work: Sedentary (for the most part)

*Possibly light or medium depending on where an estimator is employed.

Light work is defined as very light work, likely lifting less than 10 pounds at a time, and

very infrequent lifting.

Vision = normal vision needed; Hearing = normal hearing needed

Other physical requirements needed: Handling, fingering and manipulating, repetitive

motions with hands and eyes, and occasional walking or the ability to be mobile.

The GED codes indicate the following needed abilities in language, math and reasoning:

Reasoning: 4 Math: 4 Language: 4

The middle three numbers in the DOT code is .267

These numbers indicate Date, People, and Things respectively. (High=0, up to Low=6 or

7).

< 2 for data indicates the need for Analyzing data; this appears accurate when

interviewing people in the field currently.

< 6 for people indicates Speaking and Signaling to others; this appears a bit low

according to estimators in the field, who seemed to think that a more accurate

number may be anywhere from 5-3 or even 2. 2 would indicate the need for



negotiation, while 3 is supervising, and 5 is persuading.

7 is the things code, which indicates Handling of materials; persons in the field

interviewed felt this was accurate, due to there normally being employees that

actually operate machinery and move materials.

The Specific Vocational Preparation (SVP) code is 7. This indicates the need for training

in this field to be over 2 years and up to and most likely including 4 years.

The Educational degrees required may be, but not all-inclusive:

B=Bachelor=s Degree A=Associate=s Degree (according to the Occupational

Outlook Handbook)

The Aptitude Codes (related to the GATB):

High=l to Low=5

G=General Learning Ability: 2

V=Verbal Ability: 3

Job Analysis, Cost Estimator

Page 3

N=Numerical: 2

S=Spatial Discrimination: 3



P=Form Perception: 3

Q=Clerical Perception: 3

K=Motor Coordination: 4

F=Finger Dexterity: 4

M=Manual Dexterity: 4

E=Eye-Hand-Foot Coordination: 5

C=Color Discrimination: 5

Temperaments needed:

J=Judging based on experiences

M=Making decisions based on facts

T=Doing precise work, to close tolerances

Work Environment Code:

I=Inside

Stress Related Codes:

E=Using emotional control

S=Sustaining attention

A=Accepting responsibility

According to various references, such as the OOH, GOE, DOT and interviewing



professionals in the field, the following is an estimation of the job of Cost Estimator

broken down into percentages of time performing general job tasks.

1. Analyzes drawings and estimates materials needed. (45%)

2. Supervise staff, track sales, work with customers & utilize computer software for job

related duties. (25%)

3. Order materials to replenish inventory. (15%)

4. Help other staff with obtaining materials for customers, and other duties as needed.

(15%)
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DECKS Appendix D

NAME

PHONE- HOME

WORK

ESTIMATE #

DATE

DECK SPECIFICATIONS

SIZE
HEIGHT OF GRADE

STEPS
DECKING TYPE

QUANTITY 
QUANTITY PRICE EXTENSION

SONO TUBES
SONO TUBES t'" -C "r -: h ' 'S
BAGS CONCRETE MIX 5 p r +ub.e

ANCHOR BOLTS
POST BASE
6 X6X 1' POST
LF. 2 X ( TREATED RIM A-. hoUSe-_

PCS 10' DECK FLASHING 4f ____ S
PCS 3: XX 4-1/2 LAG BOLTS/WASHERS 1 ____

PCS 2 XO SGL JOIST HANGER
PCS 2 X DBLJOIST HANGER
# HANGER NAILS 
LF 2 X I/ TREATED BEAM & RIM -/ a ___

iP; 2 X to X /o TREATED JOIST
LF 1 X CEDAR FACE BOARD (IF APPLIES)
LF- — X{ T- r-eard DECKING 2-l. 12- 

LF 2 X 12 TREATED STAIRS
LF 2 X 6 STAIR TREADS
LF 2 X 4 TOP RAIL 

LF X CAP RAIL_
LF 2 X 2 BALIS TERS

LF PLOWED HANDRAIL ..

# 16D GALVANIZED BOX
# 8D GALVANIZED CASING—
#2-1/2 GALVANIZED DECK SCREWS
#1 6D SPIRAL DECK NAILS

— '—L .5 " /% > rTh e__—— ~________ S ' T L I 



Appendix E

SATEBMMUOT
Lumber Yard Cost Estimator

Material Description $ Price per unit
SONO Tubes 8" for footings 4.39
Bags of concrete mix 2.90
Anchor bolts .61
Post base 11.79
6"x6"x6" post 2.46
LF 2x10 treated trim (at house) _ __ _1.21
PCS 10' Deck Flashing (at house) 4.95
PCS 3/8 x 4-1/2 Lag Bolts/Washers (1 per space) .45
PCS 2x10 SGL Joist Hanger .60
#Hanger Nails 2.25
LF 2x10 Treated Beam & Rim 2/12' 1.21
PCS 2x10x10 Treated Joist 1.21
LF 2x6 Treated Decking 20/12 .63
LF 2x12 Treated Stairs 1.85
LF 2x6 Stair Treads .63
#16D Galvanized Box 1.04
#2-1/2 Galvanized deck screws 4.15



Appendix F
DECKS

NAME

PHONE- HOME

WORK

ESTIMATE #

DATE_

DECK SPECIFICATIONS

SIZE /;'a u ~ /d0o^' '

HEIGHT OF GRADE / "____
STEPS Vy 3 / ?fi

DECKING TYPE re Pa", d'/a

QUANTITY QUANTITY PRICE EXTENSION

_ .SONO TUBES - -—

3 NSONO TUBES g8" 'o ia 6'_' 73 9^ / 3 2-

/5 BAGS CONCRETE MIX p.4 7,vL /_ .g 43

.3 ANCHOR BOLTS 3 / 1 A3
3 POST BASE 3 r _9 35 3'

_y_ 6"X6iX 6' POST G /, Y_

/ LF.2X/o TREATEDRIM 40-6 bu5 . /1 /5

a piPCS 10'DECK FLASHING r ' .,, ,vt Y -

7 PCS I/. X 4-1/2 LAG BOLTS/WASHERS// P4z j.,) 5 q5 
8 PPCS 2X/o SGL JOIST HANGER _60 _4 '

PCS 2 X DBL JOIST HANGER -

_ a # HANGER NAILS. ___ /. /

— Y LF 2 X /o TREATED BEAM & RIM //d 1/ /' 7.- a

/—o 2'5c2 X/o X/o TREATED JOIST lac i _l / / 1..

LF 1 X CEDAR FACE BOARD (IF APPLIES) - -
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Norm Group Appendix G

Age Gender Highest grade completed Total time Errors
In minutes

23 M High School Graduate, some college 26 4
19 M High School Graduate, some college 36 10
25 M A.A. Degree 18 2
18 F G.E.D, some college 25 8
36 M High School Diploma 27 2
49 F Bachelor's Degree 15 1
22 M High School Graduate, some college 30 5
33 M Bachelor's Degree 32 8
24 M High School Diploma, some college 21 14
22 M G.E.D., some college 20 3
51 M A.A. Degree 14 11
23 M High School Graduate, some college 22 5
26 F A.A. Degree 32 12
20 M A.A. Degree 28 3
35 M Bachelor's Degree 34 1

This volunteer norm group is from a class in construction management at a college. This group
could be considered a "training", or college, level norm group.

14/15 volunteers reported experience in the building trades. 13/15 report cost estimation
experience.




